FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Enlocked Extends Free Email Encryption Solution With Safari
Browser Support
Apple Mac users now have simple way to secure email
Palo Alto, Calif.—May 7, 2012—Enlocked, Inc., an innovator in email
security solutions for consumers and small business users, today announced
the availability of a Safari version of its popular Enlocked email encryption
service. Adding to the prior versions released earlier this year for Google
Chrome, Firefox, and Microsoft Internet Explorer, the free service can now
protect sensitive email messages in all of the most widely-used browsers.
Apple users were already able to use Enlocked on their iPhone and iPad
devices through the native apps available in the iTunes store, but the new
plugin brings the application to their desktops as well. Safari users running
the browser on Windows 7 personal computers are also supported.

“Since the initial launch of Enlocked earlier this year, we’ve heard from many
users how much they appreciate how easy it is to improve the security of
their private messages. Financial planners, attorneys, real estate
professionals and many others are using Enlocked on a daily basis. By adding
support for Safari, that same experience can now reach an even broader set
of consumers and small businesses,” said Andy Feit, CEO of Enlocked.

The new Safari plugin for the Enlocked email encryption solution is available
for download immediately from the company website at www.enlocked.com,
and can be used with Gmail, Yahoo! Mail, Windows Live or AOL email.

About Enlocked
Founded in 2011 by a team of information technology and security veterans,
Enlocked is quickly becoming the solution of choice for users concerned with
protecting their private email messages. The Enlocked solution addresses an
important gap in security – most email today is sent entirely in the open,
preventing users from being able to send important confidential information,
or if they do send it, putting that data at risk.
While systems exist for encrypting email at the corporate level, they require
significant resources (both financial and technical) to implement, leaving the
individual user or small business with few options. Many of these systems do
not support sending secure emails outside of the organization, thus leaving
sensitive communications with contractors, consultants or partners
vulnerable to eavesdropping.
By making email encryption SIMPLE and FREE, Enlocked allows everyone to
safely send and receive secure emails, from whatever devices and email
systems they use.
For additional information and to download Enlocked for your email client,
visit http://www.enlocked.com.
Enlocked, Enlocked Anywhere and the Enlocked logo are trademarks of Enlocked,
Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective holders.
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